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Customers and Managers are able to view how testing is proceeding as the delivery progresses.
They can view the test procedures to see how tests were run and links are available to the version test plans/reports.
They can view what functionalities are being tested with which tests.
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Old methods of recording test results were via memory, paper, excel, word ....
Utilizing the web, test engineers from various sites can keep current on what needs to be completed.
Use of historical databases will provide some guideline to the tester in enhancing their job.
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Old methods of recording test results were via memory, paper, excel, word ....
Utilizing the web, test engineers fkom various sites can keep current on what needs to be completed.
Use of historical databases will provide some guideline to the tester in enhancing their job.
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Abstract:
Ambitious new project demands on the
Advanced Multimission Operations System
(AMMOS) ground system are requiring
more testing of the subsystems from the
test engineers. In the past, the results of the
individual tests were recorded on paper or
committed to memory. Now that several
subsystemshave multiple test engineers
this method will not work for effective test
coverage. Utilizing the Web, test engineers
at various locations are able to track which
tests have been completed, which tests still
need to be completed, view procedures for
completed tests, and view actual test
results. Test engineers are also able to
review past software version histories and
test results. Because this information is
accessible via the web, customers and
managers are able to monitor how testing is
progressing for the subsystems.
Typical methods for coordination among
the AMMOS subsystem test engineers are
to use products such as excel, word, and
paper to accomplish the same endeavors as
the web page.
The use of a poster session will allow oneon-one instructiodinfo on the various
screens available and how it is possible to
track multiple, concurrent software
versions. Users will be allowed to browse
through the web pages.

Test Tracking
Using
Web Page Technology

Web enabled technology is driving more
and more systems and testing is yet
another one. The screens will show how
the task of managers and testers is made
easier by knowing where the testing
process is. Use of historical databases will
provide some guideline to the tester in
enhancing their job.
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History of Test Results

Test Engineers are able to view
everything that the Customer and
Manager Ean view and more:
They can view Trade Secrets to refresh
the; memory on how a specific capability
works, whatspacecraft &e currently being
tested, what parameter's missions have
and more.
They can view previous delivery results to
determine if the results of tests have
changed.
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'24.1 is the first version to include links to the final regression logs.
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